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 HUSKY TRI FESTIVAL FEB ’14
Spirit, support, conquering new challenges and sporting event T-shirts were the winners this 
year at the Husky Tri Festival!!
This is an Insider’s story....

The Insider...
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Now I Understand...... by Derek

Two years ago Emily returned from a weekend away bubbling with enthusiasm, talking about a Tri festival 
in Huskisson, and how a group of people Em trained with and their families competed in a range of events 
including oceans swims, fun runs and triathlons of varying distances, and how we would have to compete 
together in 2013!

So we began training for the team Long Course event, with Em doing the 2km swim, Abby the 83km cycle, 
and I was to do the 20km run.  A few weeks out, I rolled my dodgy ankle and couldn't take part - 
fortunately Sherry came to the rescue, and they completed a strong team performance.  

Consigned to spectating and supporting, I witnessed an enthusiasm and motivation within a group that I had 
not previously experienced - the encouragement and positivity could be seen on everyone, and I thought 
that I understood how those competing would have felt when they finished their swim, completed a lap on 
their bike, or ran along the track and heard the group cheering them on. 

This year Em entered us in a team again, with Finbar taking on the cycle leg and we began training, along 
with others in the group that were competing.  The enthusiasm and encouragement (along with some 
friendly competition) was clear from everyone. Before long it wasn't a Monday unless we were heading off 
to a local pool as a group (with super coach John helping everyone with their technique), a Tuesday or 
Thursday without Em pushing me out of bed to go for a run, or going for a post Wednesday or Saturday 
training group coffee without discussing upcoming training goals.

Finally Husky 2014 arrived with the largest contingent ever heading down.  All of the experiences of 2013 
were soon seen again, but on a grander scale.  There were so many people competing on Saturday, that just 
supporting and cheering was a huge task, but one that everyone took on with unwavering enthusiasm.   I 
saw the impact on those attending for the first time, and it seemed the same as I had experienced the 
previous year.
 
When Sunday finally arrived, there was nervous excitement, but once the event got underway the nerves 
turned to positive energy and soon enough Em had completed her swim and was handing over to Finbar who 
in turn handed over to me for the run.  All along I thought I understood how everyone had felt when they 
were being cheered on by the group, but it wasn't until I ran past our supporters that I realised how it 
felt, how uplifting and motivating it was, and now....................I finally understand


